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Ellen Lewin

**Commodifying Same-Sex Marriage in the United States: Medicalization, Morality, and Mental Health**

In the spring of 2005, the membership of the American Psychological Association approved a resolution backing same-sex marriage "in the interest of maintaining and promoting mental health." Both this organization and its sister professional group, the American Psychiatric Association, have long attended to the mental health ramifications of homosexuality, and famously, back in the early 1970s, the psychiatrists voted to remove homosexuality from the list of mental disorders enumerated in its Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM).¹ That decision, along with the earlier work of the Kinsey researchers and the revolutionary psychological studies conducted by Evelyn Hooker, has long been heralded as having paved the way for gay and lesbian people to dispute characterizations of their sexuality as clinically abnormal.² With this assurance that homosexuality did not stem from an inherently disordered psyche, lesbians and gay men and other members of sexual/gender minorities have
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been able not only to seek relief from persecution, but to launch an ambitious movement for civil rights.

Judgments about the mental health of non-heterosexuals have clearly played a part in the gains made over the last few decades, and if so I would be foolish to minimize the power of such professional assessments to influence public opinion—or the degree to which such views are themselves shaped by changing public opinion. But of late, a somewhat different argument about lesbian/gay rights and mental health, specifically surrounding demands for same-sex marriage, has surfaced in the United States, and I would like to raise some concerns about how these issues are coming to be deployed. An article by psychiatrist Robert Kertzner and anthropologist Gilbert Herdt, for example, argues forcefully that same-sex couples should have access to legal marriage because of the mental health benefits they would thereby realize. Although this position resonates with many mental health professionals, I believe it demands careful and critical examination.

I will contend that while estimations of the mental health advantages of marriage may have some strategic utility in approaching particular audiences, e.g., psychologists and psychiatrists, a political strategy that puts mental health at its center is ill-considered and potentially productive of questionable alliances. I base my position on concerns about what scholars, clinicians, and activists mean by “mental health,” as well as on my alarm over a growing convergence between arguments in favor of marriage equality for same-sex couples and the larger marriage promotion movement that has surfaced in the United States in recent years in close association with efforts to “reform” welfare policies. I will argue, as well, that these associations reflect a growing commodification of marriage and mental health as both come increasingly to be linked to relative affluence.

Beyond concerns about these findings themselves, I am uncomfortable with any approach to gay and gay rights that uses a mental health paradigm to frame notions of entitlement and citizenship, even as I am personally sympathetic to the struggle by gay and lesbian people to gain access to legal marriage. As a cultural anthropologist whose work has long addressed that complex of ideas, behaviors, and symbols that comprise what we usually gloss as “family” and “kinship,” I take a keen interest in the ways these categories are defined in different cultural contexts. My approach stands in contrast to trends in queer studies that have tended to neglect this area of behavior and identity, particularly at the level real life, reflecting an assumption that transgressive sexualities, however they are defined, are always already separated or should be separable from the mundane social domain of domesticity and family. The emphasis in this body of work typically lies on sexuality and desire, implicitly separating these domains from other elements of daily life and identity.

Some scholars have gone further and have sharply criticized efforts of lesbians and gay men to achieve any of the insignia of family legitimacy. or have sought, with little regard for empirical evidence, to cast queer families as axiomatically subversive. Commentators on both sides of debates about queerness and assimilation voice surprisingly similar arguments, drawn in my view on deeply essentialized assumptions about the nature of homosexuality as a fixed and predictable set of behaviors and desires. In both cases, departure from heteronormative prescription is understood as rooted in specific non-normative sexual proclivities, urges that may be seen as disordered and evil by opponents of gay rights or that may be valorized by their proponents, but which in either case are thought to be displayed in a range of sexual and cultural behaviors at odds with all sorts of conventionality. Such positions amount to what I have labeled “queer fundamentalism” when espoused by theorists who position themselves as non-heterosexual.

The resultant myopia concerning lesbian/gay life and families has meant, on one level, that lesbian and gay social worlds have long been construed as almost completely lacking in family or kinship connections, except insofar as the language of relatedness is used metaphorically or applied through “choice” to friends. Prevailing images of lesbian/gay cultures and communities are of bounded, inwardly-oriented universes, the frontiers around them understood as a sort of no-man’s-land in which nearly all fear to tread. Marriage and family simply don’t have a place in this terrain.

But questioning the use of mental health paradigms as a way to argue for equal access to marriage need not be inspired by hostility toward same-sex marriage or repudiation of the desires of some lesbians and gay men to claim the rewards of domesticity. Nor need it ignore the fact that mental health arguments may have particular resonance with some audiences we may wish to reach and thus have a particular, though opportunistic, effectiveness. Nonetheless, the prospect of using same-sex marriage as part of a larger effort to enhance the mental health of lesbian and gay people is a disturbing one, as well as an approach that I believe is doomed to backfire.

What are the arguments about same-sex marriage and mental health? Celia Kitzinger and Sue Wilkinson have provided us with an excellent review of one strand of the mental health argument, one that emphasizes what might be called the oppression position, i.e., that lack of access to legal marriage is a form of oppression that has a range of deleterious effects on mental health, a claim that recalls positions taken in opposition to racial segregation, notably influencing the 1954 Supreme Court decision in Brown v. Board of Education, which outlawed segregation in public schools. The majority opinion in that case held that segregation was wrong because it made black children feel inferior and hence caused them psychological and intellectual harm, a judgment heavily influenced by Kenneth and Mamie Clark’s famous doll preference studies. Whether such research is directly applicable to the experience of lesbians and gay men certainly merits further investigation, though some parallels between various forms of discrimination obviously exist.
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These arguments—that discrimination generates pathology—clearly conflict with efforts, foundational to claims to gay and lesbian civil rights since the 1950s, to understand homosexual people (like other members of stigmatized minorities) as fundamentally psychologically healthy. The notion that exclusion from key social institutions is primarily a form of emotional abuse to which stigmatized persons fall victim cannot be the foundation of a strategy to gain equal rights, Kitzinger and Wilkinson argue.

But other approaches to same-sex marriage and mental health have been inspired not by arguments about the harmful consequences of oppression, but by a comparison with heterosexual marriage and a reliance on stances taken in support of marriage that have been deployed in a range of contexts in the US—what we might call the happy marriage position. Despite contradictory data about the mental health implications of marriage, these positions accept with little qualification the assertion that marriage has affirmatively positive emotional effects on both men and women, and that same-sex couples ought to be able to share these benefits.

Attempts to ground the quest for equality in the mental health benefits of marriage inevitably draw on data that only indirectly speak to the circumstances of lesbian and gay couples. The marriage and partnership rights offered to same-sex couples in the several European countries generally do not offer complete equality with heterosexual marriage, insofar as many of these countries place some restrictions on same-sex couples’ ability to adopt children or avail themselves of some other entitlements associated with marriage. Denmark was the first country (in 1989) to establish some sort of same-sex registration option, but other countries in Europe quickly followed suit, first across Scandinavia and then in the Netherlands and Belgium (where both same-sex and different-sex couples now have the option to choose either marriage or registered partnership). A range of other arrangements now exist in France, Germany, and the United Kingdom. Fully equal access to marriage was extended to gay and lesbian couples in Canada in 2003, in Spain in 2005, and in South Africa in 2006. Some European countries offer a range of registration provisions, none of which are called “marriage” and some of which also offer a legal connection perceived as less weighty than marriage to heterosexual couples, though there is evidence that some couples actively view these unions as “marriage,” sometimes adding ceremonial elements to the registration process to mark that status.

In addition, a number of jurisdictions around the world will sometimes add evidence that marriage has affirmatively positive emotional effects on both men and women, and that same-sex couples ought to be able to share these benefits.

Attempts to ground the quest for equality in the mental health benefits of marriage inevitably draw on data that only indirectly speak to the circumstances of lesbian and gay couples. The marriage and partnership rights offered to same-sex couples in the several European countries generally do not offer complete equality with heterosexual marriage, insofar as many of these countries place some restrictions on same-sex couples’ ability to adopt children or avail themselves of some other entitlements associated with marriage. Denmark was the first country (in 1989) to establish some sort of same-sex registration option, but other countries in Europe quickly followed suit, first across Scandinavia and then in the Netherlands and Belgium (where both same-sex and different-sex couples now have the option to choose either marriage or registered partnership). A range of other arrangements now exist in France, Germany, and the United Kingdom. Fully equal access to marriage was extended to gay and lesbian couples in Canada in 2003, in Spain in 2005, and in South Africa in 2006. Some European countries offer a range of registration provisions, none of which are called “marriage” and some of which also offer a legal connection perceived as less weighty than marriage to heterosexual couples, though there is evidence that some couples actively view these unions as “marriage,” sometimes adding ceremonial elements to the registration process to mark that status.

In addition, a number of jurisdictions around the world will sometimes add evidence that marriage has affirmatively positive emotional effects on both men and women, and that same-sex couples ought to be able to share these benefits.

In the United States, beginning with Berkeley, California in 1984, some municipal and state jurisdictions have approved measures that offer various sorts of rights that approximate some features of marriage to same-sex (and sometimes opposite-sex) unmarried couples, variously consisting of domestic partner registration, extension of some employee benefits (most notably health insurance) to same-sex partners, and the ability to claim legal standing that would permit particular kinds of litigation. At the same time, in the US, a substantial number of public and private employers have begun to offer benefits to the same-sex partners of employees, though such efforts have been hampered in locations where anti-gay marriage measures have been passed by voters and have, in some instances, occasioned consumer boycotts by right-wing constituencies.

As of this writing, three states in the US—Massachusetts, California, and Connecticut—have made marriage legal for same-sex couples, though the entitlements such couples can claim stop at the state borders. With the impending threat of a constitutional amendment (Massachusetts) and a ballot initiative (California) that defines marriage as limited to heterosexual unions, couples can hardly settle into their marriages confidently. A constantly changing roster of states offers some variant of “marriage lite,” including Vermont’s civil union mechanism. The legal standing of all of these measures, at least in the US, remains quite fluid at the same time that more countries are establishing some sort of recognition for same-sex marriages, whether they move to institute such processes themselves or merely to recognize unions solemnized elsewhere.

Brazil, for example, instituted a policy in 2003 of recognizing unions performed elsewhere for purposes of immigration.

All of this flux—the situation changes almost day to day—and the shallow time frame within which legally recognized same-sex marriage or partnership has existed, mean that arguments that marriage has any particular mental health effects on same-sex couples can only be made indirectly and with heavy reliance on rhetoric. That is, we cannot empirically assess how marriage affects the mental health status of married same-sex couples over time when there are virtually no such people available to investigate. Further, since what is considered marriage or what particular couples interpret as marriage vary across a wide range of legal and ceremonial arrangements, there is no way to legitimately compare the experience of same-sex couples with that of married heterosexuals.

In the absence of direct evidence, some proponents of same-sex marriage have based their positions on analogies drawn from studies of heterosexual couples, most notably the work of Linda Waite and her associates, which claim that both mental and physical health are enhanced by legal marriage. In other instances, arguments in favor of the right to marry have been based on the presumed positive effects of achieving public recognition for such committed relationships. These approaches depend on previous findings, largely based on narrative or anecdotal evidence, that speak to the beneficial effects of "coming out" on feelings of well-being and self-esteem (to mention just some of the variables that might be mentioned) and others that suggest that community support helps to sustain and solidify committed relationships.
THE CASE FOR MARRIAGE

There is an enormous corpus of research from a range of disciplines—psychology, economics, sociology, history, and others—that addresses the advantages (heterosexual) marriage may provide couples, and spokespeopersons for this set of comparisons draw on a range of findings to make their case. Some of these data appear to present solid evidence for the view that particular indicators of mental health (as well as physical health) can be correlated with marital status in particular populations, studied under specific circumstances. For example, a number of researchers have conducted longitudinal studies that follow the experiences of those who marry and those who do not, as indicated by self-report.\(^3\) In these studies, baseline data on a variety of mental health indicators are compared with outcomes after various marital pathways. These researchers generally conclude that stable marriage (at least during a five-year period of examination) is associated with freedom from depression, expressions of happiness with life in general, self-esteem, and other diverse measures including personal mastery, autonomy, having a purpose in life, and personal growth. In contrast, those who did not marry during the research period or who married and then separated or divorced showed corresponding deficits in these same areas.\(^4\)

The direction of these findings is not uniform, nor do assertions about why such advantages occur necessarily argue for the same causal links. The explanations Waite and Gallagher offer for marriage being beneficial to mental health (among other areas) variously focus on the salutary effects of intimacy and emotional support, the security gained from the greater commitment presumed to accompany legal marriage (even in the face of high divorce rates), the protection spouses offer each other from physical hazards (though this argument usually identifies the wife as the protector of both spouses), and often, the economic advantages associated with marriage. Whether any of these attributes, but especially those connected to financial wherewithal, are causes or effects of marriage remains a matter of controversy.\(^5\)

Obviously, many questions can be raised about the credibility of such data, based as they are on aggregate epidemiological data or self reports and responses to questionnaires administered in artificial settings, not least about their application to the immense complexity of real life. Probably the most compelling set of criticisms of these conclusions raise the issue of how to evaluate “good” versus “bad” marriages, particularly as we have become aware of pervasive violence in the latter—however they are defined. Numerous studies of domestic violence reveal that class factors, and especially extreme poverty, are linked to high rates of violence. The poor are also the group least likely to marry, thus suggesting that couples with higher incomes may have greater chances of marital success, along with lesser vulnerability to domestic violence.\(^6\)

In other words, those who are destined to be able to manage the most successful marriages are, in fact, the very same population most likely to marry. Those with fewer economic resources, already at risk for domestic violence and other hazards that might have negative emotional impacts, generally do not find their way into the statistics on marital mental health. Similarly, it might be argued that those with better overall mental stability and other emotional qualities that might contribute to a harmonious marital life are already more likely to marry and to have successful marriages than those individuals with mental health deficits. Selection factors, in other words, may account for the correlations between mental health indicators and marriage, despite researchers’ claims that their longitudinal designs eliminate such biases.

In an effort to directly address the experience of same-sex couples, psychologist Lawrence Kurdek has compared gay and lesbian cohabiting couples with heterosexual married couples along such dimensions of “relationship quality” as intimacy, autonomy, equality, constructive problem solving, and barriers to leaving the marriage. He then assesses the relationship between these variables and two “relationship outcomes” during a five-year longitudinal study. While the overall results indicate that relationship quality and relationship outcome, i.e., continuation or dissolution, are linked similarly for heterosexual and homosexual couples, numerous methodological problems can be raised in trying to extrapolate from heterosexual married couples to gay men and lesbians. Like other studies of its kind, Kurdek’s involved a rather homogeneous, non-random sample of well-educated subjects and depended on self-reporting for its findings. More critical, of course, is the absence of any direct way to compare the possible effects of marital status on two populations whose legal relationship to marriage is totally different. Nor does this approach allow for an examination of how gender itself may shape perceptions of relationship quality.\(^7\)

THE CASE FOR COMING OUT

Claims about the benefits of coming out are largely based on studies conducted by clinicians.\(^8\) Related research shows a range of deleterious effects of concealing one’s sexual identity, including an elevated risk for suicide, HIV infection, and exposure to sexual violence.\(^9\) They draw on knowledge about how people experience all forms of stigma, including the notion, famously put forward by Erving Goffman,\(^10\) that stigmatized individuals must devote considerable energy to “managing” their identities and to assessing the risk in particular situations of allowing their identities to become known. Stigmatized identities, this literature indicates, “spoil” or supersede other aspects of identity, and either preventing discovery or manipulating it in some way becomes an overriding preoccupation for such individuals. But even as fears about negative responses to coming out are warranted in many circumstances, individuals often report disclosure to be a liberating experience that enables them to validate their sense of self.\(^11\)
Beyond the clinical data, the celebration of coming out as a necessary feature of forming a stable homosexual identity and the testimonials that are typical features of personal accounts seem to be fueled by the value North American culture places on honesty and individual integrity. Along with these values, the individualistic ethos that is particularly central to the culture of the US prizes the authenticity of personal narratives as unassailable evidence of experience and hence “truth.” By the same token, concealing one’s “true” identity is widely believed to be both personally unhealthy and potentially harmful to others, as accounts of members of stigmatized populations who “pass” as members of more esteemed groups amply demonstrate.

While such experiences may not always be analogous, the images of the black person who passes as white, of the Jew who allows him/herself to be taken for gentle, and the homosexual who pretends to be straight nearly always invoke notions that passing betrays one’s family and community, typically leading to tragic results. Such outcomes may occur on a personal level and be demonstrated by displays of pathological, and even self-destructive, behavior. They also may be understood to be more communal in their impact, as the person who passes risks alienation from the community of those with whom the stigmatized identity is shared, while never establishing secure links with the community to which he/she aspires.

Such judgments are supported by the evidence of personal narratives of various sorts—confessions of those who have passed and come to regret their actions as cowardly, and testimonials about the exultation experienced by those who own up to their “true” identities. In fact, the coming-out story has been one of the central cultural devices that has framed the gay and lesbian rights movement in the West; it takes a narrative form that is distinctive in some features, but that also resembles the larger genre of the bildungsroman.

The uncritical valorization of “coming out” assumes that identities are fixed, singular, and inherent to individuals who must be conscious of them. Secrecy, hiding—even behaviors that might constitute a wish for privacy—are excoriated in this discourse as concealment and evidence of shame, sometimes constructed as “internalized homophobia.” Rarely do we read sympathetic accounts in which discretion about one’s sexual (or other) identity might either have a positive outcome, e.g., by allowing for the maintenance of particular kinds of relationships, enhancing earning power, or of situations in which “openness” results from pressure to conform that compels collusion with identity definitions imposed by others. In his analysis of gay adolescents’ uses of silence in their life stories, William Leap has observed that condemnation of the “closet” may obscure its importance not only as a site of denial, but also as a location in which “a simpler and less threatening form of gay experience” can be enacted. “If the closet is part of gay culture, then the closet, too, has a language—a language that privileges silence over speech, restraint over expression, concealment over cooperation, safety over risk.”

Mental health-based arguments in favor of same-sex marriage rights raise concerns, then, in terms of how such positions are derived and argued. They are based not on solid evidence, but on a set of analogies and generalizations themselves drawn from questionable sources. They rest on assumptions that same-sex partnerships are readily comparable in key dimensions to heterosexual marriages, and on extrapolations from the subjective body of knowledge provided by clinical accounts of coming out and bolstered by popular coming-out and other personal narratives. And they assume a particular sort of relationship between marriage and mental health that, as we shall see, is far from transparent.

WHAT’S THE OPPOSITE OF MENTAL HEALTH?

Besides the problem of drawing analogies between the as yet virtually non-existent phenomenon of same-sex marriage and either heterosexual marriage or the coming out experience, the mental health paradigm generates some more specific concerns as well. The most obvious and disturbing image is of gay and lesbian people, who in the vast majority of locations are now, and have always been, ineligible for legal marriage, being therefore less well-endowed with “mental health” than married people. Are they more prone to psychological disturbances merely because of their unmarried status?

If we take the idea of a link between marriage and mental health to its logical conclusion, it seems to me that we find ourselves moving toward undoing the positive impact of the decision by the American Psychiatric Association to de-pathologize homosexuality. Under these conditions, it would not be the direction of sexual desire or the disruptions of conventional gender norms that would label homosexuals “sick,” but their lack of participation in the institution of marriage. As circular as such reasoning may seem, there is sufficient hostility to gay and lesbian people today to make access to such an easy form of stigma an attractive alternative to seemingly more toxic forms of bias.

Attempts to ascertain levels of “mental health” and to connect them with “marriage” are problematic as well when we consider how imprecise those terms are. Whose marriages are we talking about, and how do we account for the mental health benefits they allegedly confer? That is, assuming that a generic condition known as “marriage” has some positive effects on mental health, what is the mechanism by which this is thought to occur? Which aspects of mental health are affected? I can imagine a number of benefits conferred by marriage that would be difficult to extrapolate to non-heterosexuals: the communal recognition that accompanies the change from single to married, or the fact that married couples conventionally include wage-earning men and thus are better off than individuals on their own or two women living together. Can we assume that marriage bestows the same benefits across divisions of social class, race, and ethnicity—or across the many other cultural boundaries that crisscross US society?
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Even the most earnest advocates of the benefits of marriage are hard-pressed to unravel the distinction between the institution’s economic advantages and the salutary effects they claim it has on mental and physical health. These economic benefits can easily be traced to the effects of having an employed male contributing to the household; given the lower rates of marriage among the poor, this male is likely to be at least middle-class. But do they result from or cause the positive mental health outcomes these researchers claim to have found? How much emotional distress, one cannot help but wonder, is the product of insecure financial circumstances—downward mobility, deindustrialization, the growing prominence of employment in the service sector. None of these conditions promotes mental health, and none of them are positively associated with marriage rates. Some of the scholars in this field give passing attention to these issues, but none are willing to consider how thoroughly their images of marital bliss are grounded in economic security.37 The enthusiasm with which some of the pro-marriage scholars invoke the economic benefits of marriage comes perilously close to sounding like a get-rich-quick scheme for instantly solving the financial predicaments of many currently living outside marriage.

Then there are factors associated with heterosexual marriage that may have either positive or negative effects; here I am thinking of the consequences of the institution’s intersection with conventional gender roles. Does living under the sway of these norms contribute to “mental health” equally for men and women, and how would this translate in a same-sex partnership? Those who celebrate the mental health benefits of marriage have been eager to sweep aside the visionary work of Jessie Bernard, who more than 30 years ago argued that marriages needed to be understood as different institutions for men and women.38 In her reading, men benefited in direct ways from the services of women, while women were likely to suffer in various ways from their subordinated roles in these relationships. While lines of authority in marriage are by no means as linear as convention framed them before the influences of feminism began to be felt and women’s employment became a virtual necessity for all but the most affluent families, the continuing prevalence of domestic violence and an unequal division of household labor both speak to the ongoing inequality that is a feature of at least some heterosexual marriages.39 Of course, those couples who do have significant economic resources are precisely those who can buy themselves out of some of the more oppressive manifestations of gender inequality. If service employees can be engaged to undertake the more onerous aspects of domesticity—cleaning, cooking, laundry, and child care—then it is likely that stresses caused by female subordination will fade into the background, even as women, by and large, continue to have major responsibility for making sure all the service providers complete their work. But perhaps that is not the mechanism by which marriage confers its apparent benefits. We do not really know.

And that is just looking at the United States. Is “mental health” everywhere measured by the same criteria? Do all cultures assess it according to individual attributes, or are there locations where we must look for a more communal reading of “mental health”? Medical anthropologists can attest to the fact that the assessment of mental health and illness is accomplished very differently in different cultures, with stark disparities cross-culturally in the numbers of persons diagnosed with particular conditions.40 Do the mental health advantages presumed to be associated with marriage also accrue where other systems of marriage, such as polygamy, are normative? Do they apply in cultures where marriage operates as a mechanism for ordering social, economic, and political alliances rather than a site for intimacy and emotional support?

MEDICALIZING RELATIONSHIPS

Framing equality in terms of “mental health” depends on a paradigm of medicalization, a form of social control that historically has rarely been employed in the service of disempowered or marginalized populations.41 Feminist scholars have long documented, for example, the ways in which the medicalization of women’s ordinary reproductive experience can have a variety of pernicious effects on their social status, and arguably on their mental health as well. These processes of medicalization undermine women’s ability to trust their own embodied experience, leading to soaring rates of interventions, at least some of which are not medically necessary. They also institutionalize medical surveillance over the most personal domains of life, obstructing women’s ability to make decisions on their own behalf.42 Perhaps it is not surprising that a medical model of the right to marry would emerge in the present historical moment when such technologies as Viagra, assisted reproduction, prenatal diagnostic techniques, cosmetic and gender reassignment surgeries, and other interventions British sociologist Ken Plummer has dubbed “the medicalizing of intimacy”43 are proliferating and arguably having their own effects on sexuality and marriage. Increasingly, variations that were simply part of the routine fabric of life have moved into a domain that makes them “treatable.” As some advocates for the disabled have argued, the availability of prenatal diagnostic methods for conditions that may not be life-threatening may lead to a devaluation of all human variability, and even of cultures shared by persons with specific conditions (e.g., deafness).44

Comparable arguments have surrounded the ubiquitous use of prenatal diagnosis to determine the sex of the fetus, which in a number of countries (e.g., India and China) have led to selective abortion of (usually) female offspring.45 Are “imperfections” of any sort to be tolerated, or should they all be obliterated by the power of medical treatment? Will women who refuse to undergo diagnostic procedures or undertake therapies indicated by the results of diagnoses be held responsible for
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producing disabled offspring. And does the availability of such technologies, at least to those who can afford to employ them, pose the prospect of embodying class distinctions in previously unimaginable ways?

Medication presents particularly problematic issues for gay rights as it expands into the area of sexual functioning. Use of the various pharmaceutical products that have taken aim at so-called erectile dysfunction is presumably freely chosen, but as these technologies become more sophisticated and specialized, will that always be the case? How will their expanded use affect popular understandings of "normal" sexual functioning? How big a step might it be from "treating" sexual dysfunction to seeing all sexual variation, as well as the emotional fabric of sexuality, in medicalized terms?

Medication also raises yet other worrisome questions that hinge on the temporality of scientific findings. What if later research contradicts the data that support the salutary effects of medication? Do claims to the mental health benefits of medication then evaporate, going the same way as diets based on heavy consumption of red meat? In other words, can we only justify demands for same-sex marriage rights as long as we can demonstrate a correlation between such rights and good mental health?

Even if we forego a broad cross-cultural survey and look only at the United States, we can see that notions of who is mentally ill vary enormously, even over relatively short periods of time. A recent survey, for example, suggested that more than half of Americans will develop a mental disorder over their lifetimes. And the DSM, which as I mentioned earlier de-pathologized homosexuality in its 1973 edition (thereby declaring several million people instantly "cured"), has, for the most part, added rather than subtracted mental disorders to its inventory of psychiatric diagnoses. The total number of disorders listed amounted to some 60 categories in 1952, but now boasts about 300 conditions and syndromes. Can we expect that homosexuality or failure to marry might not turn up into this powerful compendium as time goes on? Both mental health and mental illness are moving targets, shifting, some would argue, to meet the pressures of the pharmaceutical industry or to coincide with the requirements of health insurance.

WHAT ABOUT HUMAN RIGHTS?

Another concern speaks to longer range strategies. As Kitzinger and Wilkinson argue, the use of a mental health paradigm draws our attention away from models that would be more appropriate to the matter of same-sex marriage rights. The language of the 1948 United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights might help us think about the issue of equal access to marriage as a matter of equality before the law and the right of each person to legal recognition, both listed as inalienable human rights in the document. The Declaration also includes the following: "No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honor and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks." Historian Nancy Cott has shown that marriage has long functioned as a marker of citizenship in the US; this clause in the Declaration speaks directly to the central problem that exclusion from marriage poses for lesbians and gay men, as it once did for enslaved people and Asian immigrants. Does a mental health focus really enhance our ability to deploy a human rights paradigm?

While I have some discomfort with the universalizing language of human rights discourse, my mention of the paradigm is not just hypothetical. Such language, rather than prognostications about mental health, in fact permeates legal decisions that have been made in support of same-sex marriage or other rights of lesbian and gay people. In the 2004 decision in the Massachusetts case, Goodridge v. Department of Public Health, for example, the justices explained their ruling in support of same-sex marriage as follows:

Barred access to the protections, benefits, and obligations of civil marriage, a person who enters into an intimate, exclusive union with another of the same sex is arbitrarily deprived of membership in one of our community's most rewarding and cherished institutions. That exclusion is incompatible with the constitutional principles of respect for individual autonomy and equality under law.

Similarly, the Ontario court that ruled in Halpern v. Canada in 2003, establishing the foundation for equal access to marriage in Canada, stated in part,

Exclusion from marriage — a fundamental societal institution — perpetuates the view that same-sex relationships are less worthy of recognition than opposite-sex relationships. In doing so, it offends the dignity of persons in same-sex relationships.

In other words, the human rights-inflected language of fundamental human dignity can be used to craft arguments that are convincing in judicial contexts. Like Gayatri Spivak's notion of "strategic essentialism," such appeals may be intellectually suspect but nevertheless are evocative and effective. The deployment of mental health is not the only argument that can be used opportunistically to capture the sympathy of an important audience.

THE PERILS OF PRIVACY
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The language of mental health tends to invoke images of domestic privacy that I would argue obscure the workings of the “matrix of power relations” in which marriage is actually embedded. Yes, family and marital dynamics unfold in spaces that are private, but they also are shaped by laws and politics, as well as by the inequalities that exist between parents and children, between men and women, and between groups that are positioned differently according to race, economic status, and other distinctions. The language of mental health instead implies a distancing between the public domain and the world of emotions, as though the latter unfolds only in the realm of the private and domestic. It is essential to recognize that the struggle for same-sex marriage has blossomed in a complex environment in which ideas about identities and the claims to citizenship they make possible intersect with notions of rights and responsibilities. These dynamics cannot be captured by models that bifurcate the private and public; rather they are sites where these seemingly opposing domains are most intimately connected. Marriage, after all, is the social institution in which a private sexual relationship receives public recognition.

I am similarly suspicious of arguments for same-sex marriage that frame the entire debate as a quest for concrete benefits such as health coverage, pensions, and child custody, arguments that bear a marked resemblance to the mental health rationale. Clearly, those (and more than 1,000 other) specific entitlements are, in the US, tied directly to marriage. But would marriage cease to exist if these benefits were distributed in a more equitable fashion? Many of us still dream that the US will one day enter the community of civilized nations that offers its citizens national health care, but would provision of universal health coverage really mean that there would be no reason to get married? Has anything like that happened in countries that do offer such services?

Ethnographic research on same-sex commitment ceremonies that were undertaken in the complete absence of any sort of legal recognition showed that material benefits, while not to be disparaged, are not the primary reason that people choose to marry. Instead, couples’ accounts indicated that they were making a variety of sometimes overlapping, even seemingly contradictory, statements in framing their desire to make their unions public and in formulating the specific ritual content of the ceremonies. The rituals allowed them to articulate membership in communities of all stripes, connections to spiritual forces and religious traditions, claims to ethnic and family ties—all intentions that transcended boundaries between sexually-defined populations. These couples wanted to make particular kinds of statements about themselves to the wider world, and material benefits served more to ratify their stances than to define their goals. For example, gifts might have monetary value, but they mainly work to demonstrate that the couple is really what they say they are—married. Couples might perceive their mental health—experienced as a general sense of wellbeing—to have been positively affected by their

mental health as durable good

Those who have created the current uproar about the status and future of marriage in the US have pointed to divorce rates, out-of-wedlock births, cohabitation, and other social behavior as indicators of the collapse of marriage as a central social institution and have suggested a host of other misfortunes that will accompany that collapse. However, the most sensible voices to enter the debate have demonstrated that marriage has not lost its importance, but rather has changed its meaning in the past few decades. In a recent article that addresses prognostications about the “future of marriage,” sociologist Andrew Cherlin draws on evidence from a wide range of investigations to show that marriage has become not the entry point to adult life, but a valued marker of success and achievement. Cherlin argues that marriage has in fact grown in prestige, as evidenced by the visibility of elaborate weddings couples pay for themselves. Couples thereby demonstrate that they have reached the point in life where they are successful and stable enough to celebrate a marriage.

These findings are echoed in the work of Kathryn Edin and Maria Kefalas, whose 2005 study of low-income mothers (white, black and Latino) reveals that marriage is highly valued, indeed to such a degree that poor women fear taking such a momentous commitment lightly by marrying “only” because of getting pregnant. Even when they establish a household with their child’s father and say they intend to marry him, they choose not to do so until both have reached a level of financial stability and have enough money to “do it right.” Marriage, then, is not just regarded as a legal status that bestows particular entitlements on couples, but as a unique medium through which cultural and economic status may be marked.

It is not coincidental that the standard for doing a marriage “right” emerging in both of these analyses is economic. Indeed, Frank Furstenberg has suggested that marriage in fact perpetuates “a growing division in American society between the haves and the have-nots. Marriage, quite simply, is a form of having.” Not only is it a form of “having,” Furstenberg claims, but it has, in effect, become “a luxury consumer item, available only to those with the means to bring it off.” Considering the many documented benefits associated with marriage, Furstenberg continues, it emerges as “a cause and a consequence of economic, cultural, and psychological stratification in American society. The recent apparent increase in income inequality in the U.S. means that the population may continue to sort itself between those who are eligible for marriage and a growing number who are deemed ineligible to marry.

The deployment of “mental health” in the debate over same-sex marriage has much in common with the discussion of the immersion of weddings, but their objectives in staging these events go beyond these fleeting rewards.
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marriage in the calculus of inequality. Mental health, as used in much of the work discussed here and elsewhere, turns out to be another kind of durable good, something one wants to maximize because it is understood to be a good—and perhaps prestigious—thing to have. In a society as consumption-driven as the United States, value is often reduced to a range of amorphous and also highly individualistic mental health variables—self-esteem, relationship satisfaction, and others. Under these conditions, “mental health” begins to look less like an exogenous factor that can be measured or enhanced than an element of a larger cultural preoccupation with consumption as a marker of success.

STRANGE BEDFELLOWS

Perhaps the most alarming aspect of the current infatuation with mental health as a charter for marriage rights is the company it condemns gay/lesbian rights advocates to keep. The marriage promotion movement, represented by groups such as the Council on Families in America and the Institute for American Values, has advanced a number of arguments in support of its proponents’ view that legal marriage should be the only framework within which children are born. Primary among these has been a complex web of claims, outlined above, about the beneficial effects of marriage on everyone involved—positive physical health outcomes are cited, as are mental health correlations, personal safety allegedly associated with marriage, and healthy results for child development.64

Those who have argued that the government should take a more active role in promoting and supporting legal marriage have also urged that a variety of pressures be brought to bear on those who do not fall into line—including tax consequences, eligibility criteria for various sorts of public support, and a revival of the stigmatization of divorce and illegitimacy. These efforts have been realized, to some extent, in the discourse surrounding the “welfare reform” movement of the 1990s, which had a major victory with the passage of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996: Aid to Families with Dependent Children was transformed into Temporary Assistance for Needy Families, a measure that includes lifetime limits on eligibility for benefits. Part of the reasoning that inspired these changes is the notion that receiving welfare encourages women to have children out of wedlock and that such women do not deserve public support.65

A similar line of reasoning has been used in a number of jurisdictions to deprive gay/lesbian individuals and couples from fostering (in Texas, for example) or from adopting (in Florida) children, no matter how long these children have drifted in the foster-care system and regardless of their likelihood to secure a placement with the sort of heterosexual family vaunted as “normal.” Although there is no direct overlap at present between opposition to same-sex marriage and hostility to gay/lesbian parenting, proponents of both positions tend to draw on similar reasoning about what sorts of families are normal and worthy of respect.

So the question of what sorts of alliances a mental health strategy will lead the same-sex marriage movement to adopt is perhaps the most compelling reason to exercise caution in deploying a mental health argument. The Bush administration’s avowed commitment to promoting marriage has emerged simultaneously with its hostility to sharing the rewards of marriage and family with gay and lesbian citizens. It has been tied, as well, to efforts to link eligibility for various sorts of legal and economic benefits to heterosexual marriage, with threats to reinstitute the status of illegitimacy for children born out of wedlock and to deny assistance to impoverished families who fail to meet this standard. Gay and lesbian people who support the right to marry would do well to note these parallels and speak to them publicly.66

In the context of the highly politicized discourse over marriage now occurring in the US, only part of which confronts demands of same-sex couples to equal access to its benefits, “mental health” emerges as neither specifiable nor as something that is necessarily desirable. There is no evidence that marriage rights would enhance mental health for gay and lesbian people and even less that attaining such rights would necessarily be accompanied by increased tolerance and inclusiveness in the wider society. Its deployment as a personal and societal “good” seems to me to be solidly embedded in a particular stratum of North American (and perhaps Western European) cultures—that which reflects the worldviews of educated, middle- and upper-class, predominantly white people. For those of us who do not have to struggle on a daily basis for raw survival, mental health has become a handy gloss for a range of “goods” that we try to maximize, goods that set the advantaged apart from a class of have-nots who have less access to such rewards.

How we measure mental health or decide when we have it (or want it) depends a great deal on where we are personally situated—a sense of happiness, sexual satisfaction, adherence to standards of physical attractiveness, an absence of known symptoms of depression or other mental diseases—any of these may signal mental health. The more advantaged among us are uniquely positioned at this moment in history to use various sorts of instrumental means to achieve mental health, particularly through access not only to drugs and therapy modalities, but also to a host of consumer goods, the possession of which readily translates as happiness and satisfaction in a culture focused on continual material acquisition. Marriage, in fact, appears to be among the consumer goods that Americans seek, at least in the context of the mental health argument. In a culture in which “family privacy” can be used to conceal a host of miseries, including various forms of domestic violence, are we really willing to stake our rights on the assertion that marriage typically enhances “mental health”?67

Equal marriage rights, or any kind of equal rights for that matter, are something else entirely—a question of civil entitlement and cultural
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citizenship—in fact, a matter of human rights. The debate over gaining these rights should be no different from struggles of years past for freedom from slavery, the right to vote, or legal abortion, or current battles to retain entitlements that are in jeopardy, such as free expression and other First Amendment rights. There are still other rights that we do not have, and which lesbian and gay citizens may seek on the same basis as our compatriots, among them national health care, an adequate standard of living for all citizens, and environmental policies that will prevent the destruction of irreplaceable resources. I situate marriage rights alongside these other struggles—marriage rights for same-sex couples will provide us with access to a host of entitlements that are particularly vital for the low-income and otherwise disempowered among us, but also important to those of us who are more privileged. They offer lesbian and gay citizens a basis for making cultural claims that are meaningful to some, but not all of us—a way to locate ourselves within families, communities, and in relation to spiritual values, a way to order daily experience, and to achieve a basic standard of personal dignity. Whether they give us more of that oh-so-desirable durable good, mental health, seems to me to be beside the point.

Notes

5 Not only on intellectual grounds, but as a lesbian who has a suitable-for-framing Canadian marriage certificate, I feel that I have a good personal understanding of what is at stake in the debate over marriage equality. Also, in terms of my own personal practice, I am not opposed to "mental health" per se; i.e., I am a long term and enthusiastic consumer of a variety of psychotherapeutic modalities.
8 See, on the anti-gay side, Jean Bethke Elshtain, "Against Gay Marriage," Commonweal, October 22, 1991; and James Q. Wilson, "Against Homosexual Marriage," Commentary, March, 1996. On the pro-gay side, see Paula Ettelbrick, "Since When Is Marriage a Path to Liberation?" OUTLOOK: National Gay and Lesbian Quarterly, no. 6, Fall 1989. Both arguments assume that lesbian/gay/homosexual identities draw on culturally distinctive behaviors and values, largely rooted in sexual desires specific to persons with such identities, and that marriage and family are antithetical to these proclivities.

10 In her important work on lesbian and gay kinship, Kath Weston has gone much further with this analysis. See her Families We Choose: Lesbians, Gays, Kinship (New York: Columbia University Press, 1991).
11 Kitzinger and Wilkinson, "Social Advocacy for Equal Marriage."
18 Summarizing these laws is a precarious undertaking, however, as they are marked by constant change and reevaluation.
19 See, for example, Patricia Cain, Rainbow Rights: The Role of Lawyers and Courts in the Lesbian and Gay Civil Rights Movement (Boulder, CO: Westview, 2000).
20 The passage of the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) in 1996 means that marriage rights in any particular state have only state-wide applicability. Same-sex couples cannot access the advantages associated with joint federal tax filing or Social Security spousal benefits, among others. Health benefits accorded to same-sex spouses by employers are deducted pre-tax, as is the case with heterosexual married couples. DOMA would also make illegal the extension of equal benefits to same-sex spouses of military personnel, even after the 2010 termination of the "don't ask, don't tell" policy.
26 For example, see Marks and Lambert, "Marital Status Continuity and Change" and Waite and Gallagher, The Case for Marriage.
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47 See, for example, Sarah Franklin and Celia Roberts, Born and Made: An Ethnography of Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2006).
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